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2021 Milestones

1. Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC) Launch
2. Phonorecords III Remand
3. Phonorecords IV Begins



What are Digital Mechanical Royalties?

•
Section 115 Compulsory License Songwriters

Rates are set by the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB), applying statutory rate standard.



Music Modernization Act (MMA) Overview

• Title I addressed issues in music publishing
• Title II addressed pre-1972 sound recordings
• Title III addressed how producers/engineers are compensated



Music Modernization Act, Title I:
“Musical Works Modernization Act”

• Procedural Updates to Mechanical Licensing
• Statutory blanket license for mechanical reproduction of musical works
• A new, public Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC) to administer this license/royalties
• Effectively destroys infringement liability for cooperating interactive streaming services

• Overview of provisions that directly bear on royalty rates:
• New evidentiary guidelines allowing ASCAP/BMI Rate Courts to consider digital public 

performance rates for sound recordings
• Rotating Rate Court judges
• Abolishing the Notice to Obtain License (NOI) practice for digital reproductions
• A new “willing buyer/willing seller” rate standard for Section 115



1. MLC’s January Launch:
Frantic Data Operation for Songwriters & Publishers



2. Phonorecords III



What is the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB)?

• The CRB periodically (every 5 years) determines “statutory rates” for 
music rights subject to compulsory licensing
• Section 114: Digital noninteractive (e.g. Pandora) performances of sound 

recordings
• Most recent: Web IV (2016)

• Section 115: Mechanical reproduction of phonorecords for, inter alia, physical 
sales, digital downloads and—most importantly today—interactive streaming 
(e.g. Spotify) of musical compositions
• Most recent: Phonorecords III

• Voluntary licenses can take the place of the statutory licenses, but 
tend to conform to statutory rates.



Phonorecords III (cont.)

• First fully-litigated CRB rate determination of the streaming era
• Governing “all-in” rates effective 2018 through 2022
• Applied the Pre-MMA 801(b) rate standard

• Feb. 5, 2019: First CRB decision—44% rate increase over 2012 Rates
• As a result, ”slice” of songwriter earnings “pie” that mechanicals represent is 

growing for the first time since late 1990s
• In late 1990s, $1 in mech income corresponded to $1 in performance income
• Today, songwriters barely generate $1 in mech for every $3 in perf

• Aug. 7, 2020: DC Circuit vacates for procedural reasons
• CRB determination on remand not expected until 2021Q3 at earliest



(Now-Vacated) Original Phonorecords III Rates

For licensing of musical works for all service offerings, the all-in rate for 
performances and mechanical reproductions shall be the greater of the percentage 
of service revenue and Total Content Cost (TCC) rates in the following table:

[by 2022, would have imposed an effective rate increase of 43.8% over the 2012 
(Phonorecords II) headline rate of 10.5% of service revenue]



Phonorecords III—What Now?

• Songwriter Upshot: Income for the past half-decade of your career
• In the interim, streaming services have largely reverted to 2012 rates
• Prior to DC Circuit opinion, had been paying under new rate standard:

if remand rates are lower, possible overpayment/repayment issues…

Spectrum of Possible Remand Outcomes

Revert to 2012
(PR II) Rates 
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Modified 
PR III
Rates

Original 
PR III 
Rates
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$ $$



3. Phonorecords IV



Changes to Section 115 Rate Standards

• Old: public-interest, policy-driven 801(b) standard
• Pre-MMA 17 U.S.C. 801(b)(1)

• “calculated to achieve the following objectives:”
• (A) To maximize the availability of creative works to the public.
• (B) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for his or her creative work and the copyright 

user a fair income under existing economic conditions.
• (C) To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the copyright user…
• (D) To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the industries involved….

• Pre-MMA 17 U.S.C. 115(c)(3)(D):
• “…the Copyright Royalty Judges may consider rates and terms under voluntary license 

agreements described in subparagraphs (B) and (C).”



Changes to Copyright Royalty Board (CRB) 
Rate-setting Standards

• New: market-based willing buyer/willing seller (WB/WS) standard
• “most clearly represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated 

in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller”
• “shall base their decision on economic, competitive, and programming 

information presented by the parties, including…”
• (i) whether use of the compulsory licensee's service may substitute for or may promote … 

other streams of revenue 
• (ii) the relative roles of the copyright owner and the compulsory licensee…

• [Note: Term allowing CRB to consider rates/terms under voluntary 
agreements has been removed]



The Challenge:

How to approximate a free market that does not exist (and never has)?

SongwritersSection 115 Compulsory License*

*The compulsory mechanical license is as old as the exclusive reproduction right under U.S. copyright law: 1909



Phonorecords IV (cont.)
• What is the practical difference between 801(b) (the old standard) and 

WB/WS (the new standard)?

• Conventional (& Likely Correct) Wisdom: WB/WS = Win for Songwriters



But Can We Test that Hypothesis?

Compare:

• Past CRB decisions applying WB/WS (in the Section 114 context, for 
noninteractive streaming of sound recordings)

…with:

• Past CRB decisions applying the old 801(b)(1) standard  (in the 
Section 115 context, for interactive streaming of compositions)



Pro-Songwriter Implications of WB/WS
1. The Holy Grail: per-play rate, rather than %-of-Service Revenue?
• Section 114 WB/WS has led to per-play rate for sound recording perf rights
• No more 801(b) Factors, such Factor A (maximize availability of works) which the 

CRB construed as favoring a %-of-revenue rather than a per-play rate structure

2. Reduced reliance on “shadowed” marketplace benchmark agreements?
• Unlike the old Section 115 standard, and the current Section 114 WB/WS standard, 

the current Section 115 WB/WS text does not expressly permit these benchmarks

3. No more “legislative discretion” for the CRB
• Must follow economic (e.g. Shapley) analysis calibrated to model free market

4. See also CRB’s willingness to discuss service market power in Web IV



Pro-Service Implications of WB/WS

1. Forecloses certain songwriter protections
• Songwriter-well-being arguments, discussed in the context of now-defunct 

801(b) Factor A, informed CRB’s initial decision to increase rates 44%

2. Emphasis on modeling a competitive market
• CRB’s deep distrust for rightsholder oligopolies

3. Does not open door to common rightsholder talking points:
• ”Publishers/songwriters split synchronization revenue 50/50 with labels/artists. 

Why shouldn’t streaming revenue be the same?” (currently closer to 80/20)
• Streaming business model gripes: revenue deferral/displacement/loss-leading
• “Past agreements were experimental.”
• “Statutory shadow”



Uncertain Implications of WB/WS

1. Sample of one (every five years)
2. Unsettled role of marketplace benchmarks?
3. New statutory emphasis: substitution & promotion effects of streaming

• Both rightsholders and services will be able to make arguments on each point

4. Absence of 801(b) Factor D: CRB no longer deterred from disruption
5. Party proposals may incorporate new royalty structure models

• (e.g. “user-centric” instead of “pro rata”)

Songwriter Upshot: Streaming income for the next half-decade of your career, as 
streaming cements its position as the dominant music consumption medium



2021: Uncertainty Barometer

• 1. Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC) Launch
• Rightsholder State-of-Mind: Frantic Optimism

• 2. Phonorecords III Remand
• Rightsholder State-of-Mind: Cautious Pessimism

• 3. Phonorecords IV Begins
• Rightsholder State-of-Mind: Cautious Optimism

Thank you!


